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Shannon presses Cuccinelli on remarks

Comments cause political spat

Date published: 7/18/2009

BY DICK HAMMERSTROM

The Democratic candidate for Virginia attorney general called on his Republican opponent to reject what he
called "incendiary" comments by a GOP House of Representatives candidate in the Northern Neck.

Del. Steve Shannon of Fairfax said he was asking state Sen. Ken Cuccinelli to say publicly whether he denounces
the comments of Catherine Crabill.

Crabill spoke at a "tea party" Wednesday to complain about President Barack Obama's policies.

She said Americans should fight against Obama's direction for the country.

"We have a chance to fight this battle at the ballot box before we have to resort to the bullet box," Crabill said.

The quote made it into several blogs and The Washington Post reported it yesterday.

Shannon held a conference call yesterday afternoon and called Cuccinelli Crabill's "running mate." He called on
the Fairfax senator to answer several questions.

OBAMA A 'TERRORIST'?

Among them are whether Cuccinelli believes that Obama and his administration are "domestic terrorists," as
Crabill called them, whether he knows Crabill and supports her, and what his relationship is with the organizers
of the tea parties.

Chris LaCivita, Cuccinelli's spokes-man, said that "our campaign has a policy of not answering stupid questions."

He then sent a response from Cuccenilli that said he has asked Shannon to debate him:

"As of today, I have yet to receive a response. I will not debate you via fax, nor by 'telephone conference.' Pick a
day, any day this weekend, or this week, and you can ask me your four questions, and I will ask mine. The
people of Virginia deserve real substantive debates on issues they are concerned about. You've ducked two
debate invitations already will you duck this one?"

Crabill, a real estate agent trying to unseat incumbent Del. Albert Pollard, D-Northumberland, wrote on her Web
site that she was not advocating violence.

"The point of  my comments was that we do have an election, we do have the ability to take hold of our
freedoms with the ballot box so we don't have to refer to the bullet box as our Founding Fathers did," she wrote.

The Web site then added a quotation from Thomas Jefferson:

"The strongest reason for the people to retain the right to bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect themselves
against tyranny in Government."

"I agree with Jefferson," she wrote.

Dick Hammerstrom: 540/374-5414
Email: rhammerstrom@freelancestar.com
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shannon must be scared (posted by cassandra&sarasdaddy , July 19, 2009 8:01 pm)   

if hes already desperate enough to try to hold one guy responsible for anothers comments. course he could
man up and do a debate. be good for chuckles
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Want more? (posted by mustang2 , July 19, 2009 12:01 pm)   

1. Obama and his wife attended instruction in Black Liberation Theology when they joined Trinity Church.
Obama is intimately familiar with Rev. Wright's philosophy and hate sermons and he agrees with them. Look
up Black Liberation Theology. 2.State Senator Obama voted twice for the statute that mandated leaving
surviving infants from botched abortions to die. Oh and then he lied about it. 3.Obama ran for the Illinois
Senate on the New Socialist Party. There are cached adverts that prove it. Cheers.
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Thomas Jefferson on The Second Amendment (posted by ahrtal , July 19, 2009 11:53 am)
  

I agree fully with Tom!
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inuendo?! (posted by cassandra&sarasdaddy , July 19, 2009 8:02 am)   

those are real events
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Are those the only senseless innuendos you can come up with? (posted by

Chiswald , July 19, 2009 12:42 am)   

What about Michelle Obama being proud of America for the first time after her husband won in the primaries.
And isn't he a secret Muslim, and doesn't he have a fake Hawaiian birth certificate? Why are you holding back
on us, Mustang? Go ahead and regurgitate ALL the B.S. you've been spoon fed!
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